
Sustainable Transportation 

  With the rapid continuing development, the universal population growth 

as well as climate changes while still depending on Car for transport 

between countries in the following 03 years. All the aforementioned facts 

increase the challenges facing the world’s countries. So the countries that 

choose to do brave procedures in promoting and diversity the special urban 

transportation systems will gain the competitive advantage. The Countries’ 

investment in their future by enhancing sustainable transportation will 

promote production, attraction and the life’s comprehensive quality.  

  Higher education isn’t apart from achieving sustainable development 

according to the goals set by the United Nations which were adopted by the 

world’s leaders in September 5302 during a historic nation’s summit. 

  Based on Egypt vision 5303, Aswan university is committed to 

encouraging and developing sustainable transportation from and into the 

Campus, changing the culture of daily transportation for the academic staff, 

their assistants and the employees, promoting their health and physical 

fitness and motivating them for active transportation instead of relying on 

the fuel-consuming and environment- polluting mechanical means of 

transportation.  

  So the university set a strategy for the project” Bicycle for Every 

Students” which was launched by the ministry of higher education among 

its plans for sustainable transportation. This strategy aims at supporting 

better and cleaner social and environmental atmosphere.  

 

  Suitable number of bicycles will be provided in the Egyptian universities 

to cover the majority of students, academic staff, their assistants and 

employees. Bicycle shall be the mean of transport inside and outside the 

universities.  

 

 

 

 



Aims: 

-   Enhancing walking from and into the Campus according to the distance. For 

example; from and into the complex of the faculties of education and specific 

education and the complex of the faculties of engineering and commerce. 

- Prompting using the university buses. 

- Providing special paths for motor cycles which cover all the university’s 

places as an environment-friendly means of transport or for doing sport.  For 

example, Sahary and Aswan Al Jadeda Campuses. 

- Providing suitable parking areas. 

- Providing maintenance units. 

- Organizing monthly festivals in the university. 

- Taking part in a festival at the level of universities every semester.  

The first stage “5352” targets 235 of the academic staff and 235 employees 

besides a ration of the university students. 

Schedule 

Schedule is set according to the largest number of users and the daily use 

percentage. 

This strategy is prepared by Aswan University International Ranking 

Office. 
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